Jimmy Q2 Videos Options Custom Pricing
à la carte Custom Packaging Options - Choose a Coverage
Option and each of the Editing and Delivery options you wish to order by
initialing space to the left.
Coverage - (All coverage options are for all day, one day, from a scheduled arrival time at the
preparations location, to the end of the reception.)
* As the Primary Videographer, I always bring enough audio gear to capture sound, no matter what
options you choose, the audio coverage is the same.
** All prices subject to change. Charges assume a travel radius of 75 miles. If further travel or
accommodations are necessary, an additional travel charge will be assessed customized to your day and
needs. I am available for destination weddings and have a valid passport and license.

______ 1 Videographer Single Camera - $1000/day
______ 1 Videographer + Multiple Cameras - $1500/day
______ 2 Videographers + Multiple Cameras - $1800/day

Editing – All orders include an online Highlight Edit for Social Media sharing (facebook/YT). You may at
any time order additional edits and delivery options below. Choose all that apply.
______ Feature Edit - $750 - A 15 minute film, both watchable and captivating, showcasing the happiest,
funniest and most entertaining footage captured with artistic editing techniques, original and dubbed music
and sound enhancements. ** Add time to the Feature Edit at $50/ 1 minute.

______ Ceremony Edit +$400/day - A chronologically edited documentary of the formal ceremony.
Time length depends on content captured. Editing is minimal. Audio is original recorded sound only.
Depending on your wedding festivities, this video may require more than one video file and or dvd

______ Credit Reel - $500 + production cost - Available with any order of a ‘Feature Edit’ –
You choose any credits from your favorite movie and I make something similar using Bonus Footage and
editing skills. Your credit reel can name everyone in your bridal party along with your immediate family or as
many people as you can provide in a list. Cost subject to change and availability depending on what special
effects, animation or new footage might be necessary for proper imitation.

______ Documentary Edit - $700/day - A long chronologically edited video the day’s events. Time
length depends on content captured. Editing is minimal. Audio is original recorded sound only. Depending
on your wedding festivities, this video may require multiple video files and or dvds.

______ IG – Instagram Edit - $200 – A one minute short trailer for sharing via Instagram.
Completed and online within 24 hours of the wedding day.
______ Revisions - custom quote for $150/hr - I do not offer free revisions unless I made a mistake in
spelling. But you can order changes for a cost!
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SPECIAL OFFERS!!!
_______ Ultimate Director’s Cut - $$$$$$$ + expenses – Not available for 2019. Let’s make a

masterpiece together! If you want a kind of video no one else offers, this is how it happens!
_______ 4k Filming & Delivery - $2000/day – All footage will be filmed in 4k and the edited video

you receive online and on usb will be in a 4k resolution. Please note that DVD and BluRay do not
support 4k playback. Files would be played online, on your smart TV or via your computer.
_______ Marry-Oake Music Video - $2200 – Want to make a music video with your favorite pop
song and all your guests? I do!
________ Pre & Post Extra Scenes - $$$$ - Inquire for costs. If you want to tell more of your story, before
or after the wedding day, let’s talk about it! This can be an engagement shoot, a video invitation, reality tv
style shopping for the dress, rings or things, a few choreographed epic timelapses or even a trash-the-dress
collaboration. The possibilities are endless! Footage would be worked into any final edits you order.

DELIVERABLES – Choose how you wish to receive your videos.

______ Raw Footage - $400 - See the following clarification! Provided on usb drive.
______ Online – FREE – Edited Videos will be uploaded in HD online where you can watch them or
download.

______ DVD - $200 – Edited Videos provided in SD on dvd with custom Illustrated packaging, chapters and
menus. Includes 3 copies. Additional copies are $50 per disc.

______ USB - $50 – Edited Videos provided as HD digital files for playing via your computer or smart TV.
______ Bluray - $550 – Edited Videos provided in HD on blu ray disc with custom packaging, chapters and
menus. Includes 1 copy. Additional copies are $50 per disc.
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WHAT IS RAW FOOTAGE?
I prepared this response to help people understand what they’re getting into when they request
Raw Footage.
Raw Footage is an archive of recorded data. It is not meant for viewing. It is meant for editing.
We film on digital cameras and audio recorders. Raw Footage is the collection of data from each
camera, copied to a hard drive. It needs to be accessed by an able-bodied computer. Footage
and audio are recorded separately, and each of these devices typically comes home with
anywhere between 1 and 2000 individual files from the day’s filming. Each of these hundreds of
files can only be viewed individually in it’s Raw state. Many will be 2-5 seconds long. Some will
be many minutes long. Professional editing is needed to join the sound recordings with
appropriate footage, and create a final product that you can enjoy. While the cameras do
indeed record sound, they almost never pick it up well enough to used in a Professional Edit.
I do offer “Documentary Edits” with most packages. That may be what you’re thinking of when
you ask for Raw Footage.
If purchased, Raw Footage will be provided on a usb drive. The files themselves are copyrighted
by the studio the moment they are created under Federal Copyright and Intellectual Property
laws. I maintain legal ownership of the files although you are free to use them for personal
viewing use only. This means no other media outlet, production company, professional or
amateur videographer or hobbiest can use them for any reason. Furthermore there is no
guarantee that you will be able to play my Raw Footage, as your computer and software will limit
playback. I am not responsible for corrupted files, nor for their playback on your device.
Corrupted files are a reality of video coverage. Part of the editing process is to fix these files, that
sometimes don’t play properly.
*** If you are interested in hiring me exclusively to film for you and provide raw footage to you for
another entity to then edit, that service is available only by direct inquiry and custom quote. That
is not what you are buying with the Raw Footage option here. This option is exclusively for your
posterity and peace of mind.

WHAT IS A DOCUMENTARY EDIT?
A Documentary Edit is an edited, final video of the preparations, details, ceremony, photo shoot,
speeches, dances and other rituals captured throughout the day. Showing the best angle with a
professional mix of the best audio captured chronologically without editing for time or pacing. If
there were multiple cameras filming at the same time, the view will be judiciously switched
between them to create a more dynamic, interesting video. Video footage is optimized for color
correction and exposure. Audio is optimized for best listening.
A Documentary Edit is as long as we were able to capture. If you ordered “2 videographers” or
more, and your ceremony was an hour and ten minutes long, the Documentary Edit of your
ceremony will be an hour and ten minutes long. A Documentary Edit is meant to be watched. It
is a final product meant to be viewed and shared.

